ATTENTION COLLEGE SENIORS!

We’re recruiting for the Octant Apprenticeship Program, 2024-2025! This is a 1-year program in paid industry research in **syn bio**, **drug discovery** and/or **chemistry** in Emeryville, CA.

As an Octant Apprentice you’ll:

- Work closely with a scientist mentor to support and expand Octant’s technology and drug discovery programs.

- Learn skills relevant to your Octant work such as analyzing data using custom analysis pipelines, mammalian tissue culture, cutting edge molecular cloning techniques, high-throughput chemical synthesis, cell-based assays, and more.

- Expand your network with other startups, academic programs, and investors during events and monthly fireside chats.

Learn more about apprentices’ experiences [here](#), [here](#), and [here](#). Apply through our [website](#) by January 14th, 2024 to be considered!